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ABSTRACT
Currently,  a vast majority of elementary aged children are nature deficient. [1]  They attend 
six to eight hours of school five days a week, have limited independent outdoor access due to 
safety concerns (example: congested neighborhoods with high traffic volume, a fear of being 
kidnapped, crime rates), health concerns like asthma, and spending more time indoors with 
technology devices.  Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods, explains, “Nature-deficient 
disorder describes human costs of alienation from nature, among them: diminished use of the 
senses, attention difficulties, and higher rates of physical and emotional illnesses.” [2] This lack 
of experiences by children with nature causes them to use less brain coordination: conceptual 
(mental/senses), social [3], analytical [4], and structural [5] (one thing built upon another).  
In addition, a natural environment may be improved by preserving green spaces around 
established neighborhood settings, enhancing existing areas within a schoolyard (green areas 
around school buildings), and preserving natural open spaces for directed learning experiences 
by children using the senses as a key to maintaining and improving health.  According to the 
National Wildlife Federation, “American childhood’s move indoors profoundly impacts the health 
and wellness of kids.  It is not just a sad loss of innocence: a detachment from all things growing 
and green.  It is a serious public health issue.” [6]  While being outdoors, students are physically 
energized, socialized, and relieved of mental stress. The health and social development of 
children may be improved by interaction with nature.  Learning by children improves with hands-
on experience with nature. [7]
The goal of this thesis is to suggest methods for increasing interaction of elementary school 
children with the natural environment on school grounds by designing ecological areas for 
green outdoor spaces and preserving, enhancing, and protecting natural existing areas to foster 
physically, mentally, and socially healthy students.  A further goal is to identify, explore, and design 
a conceptual master plan for a prototype schoolyard for place-based education in Knoxville, 
Tennessee.
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      PREFACE	
Step outside and walk around a city or suburb.  Look around and see if you find children who 
are playing or experiencing the outdoors.  Next, look to see if there are any natural areas where 
they may get their feet wet, catch a butterfly, dig in a pile of dirt, or have few concerns for their 
safety.  Ask yourself the question about why children do not want to be outdoors or why they find 
the indoors more appealing.
 Children have a natural desire to roam and be carefree. Research shows that “a normal 
attention span is three to five minutes per year of a child’s age.”[8]  My nephews at the ages of 
five, seven, ten, and eleven and nieces at the ages of four, six, and eight have attention spans of 
usually about seven to fifteen minutes until they begin to wander in a new direction.  They seek 
creativity.  Their senses help them to focus on what they are doing.  Sadly, asked by me if children 
like staying indoors better than being outdoors, my observations are many children prefer the 
indoors by feeling safe, secure, having plenty to do, and enjoying technology devices.  
My experience as a child was never wanting to stay inside unless there was something really 
special keeping me there.  Activities appealing as a child to me were exercise, exploration, being 
in the sunshine, and playing games outdoors.  Finding a baby deer outdoors and sending it 
to a zoo was one of my fondest experiences. Growing up on a farm and staying outdoors, my 
observations were that dirt and grass stains were not all that bad and being in sunshine and 
touching  lake water were important activities.  My social interaction with people and memories 
of being surrounded by the outdoors like the days with my brothers at the lake with many fishing 
rods and jugs of liver used to catch catfish while sitting on a boat in a natural setting were special 
experiences.  It is rare to hear children today talking about the outdoors and how special it is to 
them.  Spending time outdoors was unique to me as a child because it offered the opportunity for 
new experiences to freely release my emotions.  My childhood experience climbing trees, hiding, 
or being buried under a pile of leaves helped me to comprehend use of space.  Times available 
to freely roam and be creative placed me in a world of my own to explore.
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Concerns about obesity, depression, and poor health become more dominant as spaces that 
promote movement and interaction decrease.  J. Michael Weiting claims that obesity rates among 
minors have tripled since 1970.[9]  Recess times have been cut back in grade schools.  Children 
burn more calories when outdoors, especially in areas that are natural; they allow their imaginative 
minds to become engrossed as they move around in their own little world.  When they are in a 
mode of creativity, they lose their sense of time. They stay more active spending time moving, 
bouncing, playing, and exploring. 
My motivation for this project comes from a concern that children someday will not know 
how to interact with nature. Children who are nature deficient have a risk of losing connection 
with nature, and they may no longer understand the critical natural systems that need protection. 
Hopefully, this thesis may enrich decision makers to have respect for the natural environment to 
preserve, protect, and enhance natural surroundings in schoolyards, and their decisions may help 
designers and builders create outdoor settings to accommodate all types of exercise, study, and 
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            CHAPTER I
 INTRODUCTION
The published literature claims that a vast majority of elementary aged children are nature 
deficient.[10]  Exposure to natural settings has been linked to superior attention, effectiveness, and 
effectiveness-related outcomes.[11]  Today, the youth spend a majority of their time in educational 
settings, while using six to eight hours five days a week in school, having limited independent 
outdoor access due to safety concerns, health issues, and spending increasing amount of time 
indoors utilizing a variety of technology devices. They must be very focused on learning and 
succeeding to achieve their materialistic needs as minimum wage jobs create a harder way to live 
due to the rising costs of products and materials.  As a result, young adults now must graduate 
from technical school, college, or be hired in a good paying job in order to live on comfortable 
wages.  Failure to pursue these goals of higher training and education may lead to isolation and 
lower academic success.  
The Children and Nature Network (C&NN) by S. R. Kellert claims that children outdoors 
experiencing nature first-hand reduces the disparities in outdoor play and the health and mental 
outcomes associated with a lack of outdoor experience. C&NN concludes that disconnection 
from nature is often contributed by: the lack of safe space and affordable transportation to nature 
destinations within the region.[12]   Safe spaces and opportunities for them to interact with nature 
may help them to be able to enjoy the beauty of experiencing the outdoors.              
 Through this thesis, the researcher intends to increase interaction of elementary school 
children with the natural environment on school grounds by designing ecological areas for 
green outdoor spaces and preserving, enhancing, and protecting existing natural areas to foster 
physically, mentally, and socially healthy children.  They may begin to have higher test scores 
through utilizing their awareness to outdoor studies using place-based education.  The researcher 
intends to identify, explore, and design a conceptual master plan for a prototype schoolyard for 
place-based education in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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      A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF CHANGES FROM 
CHILDREN BEING OUTDOORS 
Prior to the Industrial Revolution, agriculture dominated land use.  Farming was the primary 
source of income.  Every building that was developed by a builder caused land and sometimes 
trees to disappear.[13]  As land was developed, open spaces appeared to be consumed that had 
been available for children to play and to climb trees.   
The shift from children spending a majority of their time outdoors changed during the industrial 
period.  The Industrial Revolution (1760 to 1850) was a major influence on rural life in America. 
Erin and Jordan Knight writes, “The Industrial Revolution in Europe brought a mass of immigration 
into the cities and isolated children from rural life.”[14]  It was common for minors to be working in 
factories and coal mines.  The United States Department of Labor states that no laws protected 
minors from working in coal mines.[15]   They were not spending as much time in school because of 
time spent working in factories and coal mines.  Schools were only for well-off students; therefore, 
some children lacked the opportunity to be educated.  Dannemaier explains, “While the Industrial 
Period made many overwhelmingly negative impacts on the life of a child, these detriments did 
not go unnoticed, and some innovation in child development resulted.”[16]  Time spent by them in 
factories took away from the time that they could have spent playing, being educated, or being 
introduced to the outdoors (Appendix page 89).  
The invention and widespread adaptation of the automobile lead to cultural shifts with less 
observance of seeing the young outdoors.  Children once walked to school, but the advent of the 
automobile caused a reduction in students walking to school.  When they are able to walk, their 
field of vision becomes embellished with the aesthetics of nature.  In contrast during a routine trip 
in an automobile compared to walking, a child becomes somewhat isolated from nature and only 
perceives the natural surroundings through a window.  
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            CHAPTER II
  
   INTRODUCTION TO NATURE AND NATURE DEFICIENCy 
   
     
                                 
               Figure 1: Learning Without a Book: (Source)
NATURE DEFINED
Nature, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, “Is the phenomena of the physical world 
collectively; especially plants, animals, and other features and products of the earth itself, yet in a 
wider sense, the whole natural world, including human beings as opposed to human creation.”[17] 
Therefore, when nature is defined as having several meanings, one must understand what 
and how the term correlates to the topic.  Douglas Harper explains, “Nature, natura (Latin), or 
essential qualities, innate disposition,” and in ancient times, literally meant “birth.”[18]  Further, 
W.K.C. Guthrie adds, “Natura [is] the Latin translation of the Greek word physis, which relates to 
the intrinsic characteristic that plants, animals, and other features develop on their own accord.”[19] 
Plants, animals, and living things are all part of nature, whether in terms of belief by evolution, 
part of biophilia hypothesis, or creation.  Humans interact with nature and are able to create 
natural components such as medicinal drugs, lipstick, and extracts.  Books describe nature, but 
Figure 1 shows how nature is more intensified through gathering of observations of nature by 
children.  Oxygen, water, and the interaction with organisms are essential for human development, 
stimulation of the mind, and well-being.  
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DEFINING NATURE DEFICIENT CHILDREN
Deficiency, per the Oxford English Dictionary explains, “Is having less than the proper amount 
of it; wanting or falling short in something.”[20]  When children fall short and are not exposed to 
nature, they are unable to associate with others who have been enlightened with the importance 
of nature and human existence.  Take for example, those who know how to climb trees have 
experienced at one time the trip up and down the tree.  On the other hand, a child who has never 
successfully climbed a tree will often fall a few times before mastering the essential skills of 
climbing a tree and lack of confidence and proficiency needed to succeed.
Combining the definitions of nature and deficiency results in the definition by Richard Louv. 
Louv defines, “Nature Deficiency Disorder, as the human costs of alienation from nature, among 
them: diminished use of the senses, attention difficulties, and higher rates of physical and 
emotional illnesses.”[21]  Unfortunately, if children stop realizing or never really know what nature 
has to offer them, they may become less involved with nature.  They need day to day experience 
with nature to stimulate brain functioning as well as to enhance physical growth, well-being, and 
to give students the opportunity to experience essential exercise.  Children may become stewards 
of the land and keepers of nature.
            
	 	 	 	 										
	 	 	 	 								  EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 
In addition to the above definition, children learn through the experiential learning process. 
Knowledge, values, skills, and methods are acquired through contact with nature.  A study at the 
University of Colorado says, “Experiential learning contains all of the following: reflection, critical 
analysis and synthesis, opportunities for students to take initiative, make decisions, be accountable 
(upon being taught or having encounters) for the results, opportunities for students to engage 
intellectually, creatively, emotionally, socially, or physically in a designed learning experience that 
includes the possibility to learn from natural consequences, mistakes, and successes.”[22]  They 
may learn through experience in nature and will have some of their own initial reactions towards 
what they learn.
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    CHAPTER III
  
        POSITIVE EFFECTS OF CHILDREN BEING OUTDOORS        
REASONS CHILDREN STAy INDOORS
     The published literature concurs that most children spend a majority of time indoors during 
a given day.[23]   A primary reason is their preoccupation with new developing technology.  A major 
concern with children is the reality that being inside heightens their use of technology devices 
(computers, cell phones, etc.,).  Staring for hours at electronic screens or playing computer 
games may cause various issues with eyesight.  Physical mobility and personal interaction are 
constrained causing a lack of opportunity for the youth to actually verbally communicate with 
peers, which in turn lessens the ability to engage in effective socialization and communication 
skills.  
A secondary reason children stay indoors involves safety concerns in the educational setting. 
Staff may be concerned about the safety of students and whether or not the youth are capable 
of being outdoors without supervision. Children require attention and environments that make 
them feel welcome and safe.  Since the Compulsory School Attendance Law, children six years 
old to seventeen must be in school for a required amount of hours,[24]  schools are especially 
vulnerable.  They have to be supervised at school because school supervisors are responsible 
for the general safety of all students. Some teachers keep their children indoors because of their 
liability for students being hurt when leaving the classroom. Turnkey children are usually part of 
the “in loco parentis,”[25] a major law passed in the 1960’s.  The law says each child’s physical 
safety is entrusted to the school and to the teacher, who thus become legally liable for the child’s 
safety.[26]   Some students walk home from school, but if parents are not present when they enter 
into the house, it becomes an issue of liability with the school about the safety of students when 
returning home.   
A third reason is many adults have comfort levels of the safety of children which impairs their 
access to outdoor natural play.  They are not as safe to run, play, and be creative on their own 
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in nature without an adult.  Children in the indoors are isolated in classrooms where there is less 
opportunity to move around and express their mental, social, and physical abilities.  Dr. Pooja 
Tandon claims, “A study was done that targeted almost 9,000 children, a national representative 
sample of preschool-aged kids in the United States, and ninety-three percent of the mothers 
in this sample said their neighborhoods were safe.  Only 44% of mothers and 24% of fathers 
reported taking their children outside at least once a day.”[27]  They are rarely left alone in an area 
to do whatever they want for fear of being bitten by a dog or snake, falling down a hill, or being 
stung by a bee (complications of allergic reaction).  Comfort levels of some adults abound that 
children may be kidnapped and taken away from their area of play.  Karin Bilich claims, “In the 
United States, every 40 seconds a child becomes missing or is abducted.”[28]  Parents who have 
concerns about safety are likely to prefer their children to stay indoors.  
A fourth reason children may stay indoors involves the health concerns of children being 
outdoors such as too much sun exposure and allergic reactions.  Many school buildings indoors 
are unhealthy from uncleanliness, germs, crowding, lighting, and bacteria.  In Making Healthy 
Places, Dannenberg, Frumkin, and Jackson mention all of these issues.[29]  The Heschong Mahone 
Group and Plate claims, “In one series of studies, students with more daylight in their classrooms 
progressed more than 20 percent faster in math and reading skills than their counterparts in 
classrooms without daylight.”[30]  Areas may be cleaned indoors, but the chemicals from these 
cleaning supplies are extremely unhealthy for them like “lead in paint, asbestos in insulation, and 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in lighting and caulk.”[31]  Children need plenty of sunlight for 
Vitamin D, but parents keep their children indoors due to concerns about melanoma poisoning. 
BENEFITS OF CHILDREN BEING OUTDOORS
There are positive effects to keeping children outdoors because they are capable of enhancing 
their health and well-being.   Shade trees and coverings like gazebos or other protective structures 
help keep children away from sun exposure damage. The outdoors provide open areas of free 
spaces for them to exercise, increase motor skills, interact with each other, and experience what
7
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
       
nature has to offer.  
     Learning outside gives children the opportunity to experience fresh air with the physical beauty 
of nature, general environment, and the observance of animals.  They may learn to be consciously 
aware of any dangers or health issues that might be associated with nature as it relates to each 
exposure, such as staying away from a bee nest.  Safety concerns may be alleviated by well 
designed areas. 
     The children will no longer need to be sitting inside watching television that usually has no 
educational setting to it, but they are capable of being in a learning environment.  Sometimes 
technology may be used, so children are capable of keeping up with the technology use.  The 
outdoors may have devices needed to support the use of technology such as providing electrical 
outlets that are appropriately protected from the rain, water, and other weather conditions.  
					
	 	 																							Figure	2:	Solution:	(Parent	Dish/STLT	Today)
     Unfortunately, it is just not all that simple to get many children outdoors to explore, learn, and 
play (Figure 2).  Their muscle tone is improved by being in non-sedentary spaces as the outdoors 
helps them to have ample amounts of space for physical body movement, which is a part of the 
development of strength. They get to have a perception about what it is like to be outdoors, to 
know their place, and observe what might possibly change from day to day or week by week. 
They get to experience both the good and the bad changes in nature, and they possibly have a 
chance to be aware enough about the needs for future changes. 
    SOLUTION
    GET CHILDREN OUTDOORS
WWW.PARENT.DISH.CO.UK.COM.                                                    WWW.STLTTODAY.COM. 
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  MENTAL, SOCIAL, AND PHySICAL HEALTH
                                 Figure 3: Issue: (Self/Source) 
      Many students spending time learning in nature may be able to focus mentally, achieve social 
skills, and be physically active (Figure 3), which may give them a better chance for well-being 
compared to those individuals who do not get these daily opportunities.  Burdette claims, “There 
is a growing body of research showing children are more imaginative, creative, and cooperative 
when they have opportunities to play and be educated outdoors.”[32]  Outdoor classrooms may 
result in improvements in the performance of students.  
      MENTAL
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The mental state (Figure 4) of children effects their 
mood swings, and mood swings impact their test scores. 
Many students in schools are capable of hiding issues that 
may be bothering them from relatives, other social contacts, 
friends, and care-givers. The result may be children with 
depression and mental mood swings may fall behind in 
school, often resulting in having lower grades.  Children, 
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who spend a lot of time outdoors may have a better chance in having higher grades or better 
accomplishments in their studies.  According to Harvard Health Letter, Preston claims, “Research 
has shown that spending time in nature has been associated with decreased levels of mental 
illness, with the strongest links to reduced symptoms of depression and anxiety, in addition to 
increased self esteem.”[33]  Bullying is an associative issue as many bullied children have not 
gained enough self-confidence to be able to cope with intimidation from peers.  Researchers 
claim, “Exercise helps one to focus, stimulates positive emotions, contributes to positive self-
worth, produces endorphins and correlates in the brain, makes a child have a natural sense of 
well-being, stimulates the heart, and gives the mind time to relax.”[34]  Designing spaces outdoors 
for exercise, which also allows them to be set free from others, may help the mental status of 
children needing time alone to think. 	
     Attention spans of the young (as mentioned in the preface) are very short compared to adults. 
Fort Carson Meddac claims, “A normal attention span is 3 to 5 minutes per year of a child’s 
age.”[35]  Children who do not have breaks, such as recess, seem to forget information due to their 
lack of concentration.  Students need to use their mind to multi-task new experiential ideas that 
arise as they view and explore the natural setting.  	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 SOCIAL
	 	 	 	
     
academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) claim, “Social and emotional learning is the 
While children socialize, (Figure 5) they 
are capable of being better communicators 
by expressing feelings and voicing different 
creative thoughts about an experience. They 
group together according to their interests, so 
small pocket areas or distinct nodes for them to 
play helps to incorporate different outdoor social 
interests.  Researchers from Collaborative for Ac- 
Front Not To Scale
  Figure 5:  Social: (Self/Source)
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process through which children acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills to understand and 
manage [their] emotions, set and achieve positive goals, [demonstrate caring and concern] for 
others, establish and maintain positive relationships, make responsible decisions, and handle 
[interpersonal situations effectively].”[36]   Social opportunities outdoors may help students to 
facilitate enhanced personal growth and development.   
      PHySICAL
                                                                            
          
                            
                       
          Figure 6: Physical: (Self/Source)
       
students in the United States are becoming obese from lack of exercise and from poor nutrition. 
The American Obesity Association and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention state, 
“From 1980 to 2004, the prevalence of obesity among children quadrupled, and the prevalence of 
obesity in adolescents more than doubled.”[38]  Obesity may lead to less participation in activities.
Routine scheduled physical activity and good nutrition may have impacts on good health and 
improving grades of a student. Exercising (Figure 6) helps the brain function, and children need 
movement to enhance their daily routine.  When they are physical, the calories being burned by 
them being involved in nature help to offset the compromising issues of poor nutrition.  The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention and President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports say, 
“... for people who are inactive, even small increases in physical activity can bring measurable 
health benefits.”[39]  This routine schedule helps children balance exercise with learning.
A majority  of students are sedentary due 
to classroom settings: Getting them outdoors 
where they can be active can have various 
benefits for health and fitness.  Researchers 
claim, “Children who play regularly in natural 
environments show more advanced motor 
fitness, including coordination, balance and 
agility, and they are sick less often.”[37]   In part, 
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IMPACTS ON MENTAL, SOCIAL, AND PHySICAL HEALTH
DANGER OF CHILDHOOD SENSORy UNDERDEVELOPMENT
The human brain does not fully develop until about the age of 25.[40]  In order for development 
to advance, children must be afforded opportunities that allow them individually to explore areas 
of newness.  Creativity in childhood development builds on structural balance of the right side of 
the brain.  Designing outdoor areas for children to be able to explore with their senses helps with 
natural play, and activities build on their sensory movements.  
                              WAyS SENSORy PLAy MAy BE ACHIEVED IN NATURAL AREAS	
There are many ways in which sensory play may be achieved in natural areas.  When exploring 
the outdoors, all five senses by most children are used in experiencing and observing a natural 
setting.  They build on their own imagination by using their senses and this helps to develop 
the maturation of each student. The on-going brain development is enhanced by exploring and 
investigating areas of interest or newness in nature.  Thus, the outdoor experience of using 
their senses allows them to function better and become more creative resulting in even greater 
development of their senses.    
First, hearing may stimulate children using their other senses.  They will constantly have their 
dominant ear open to make sure of safe situations.  Hannaford claims, “Babies will instinctively 
turn their dominant ear out when sleeping, to pick up sounds in the environment.  If a sound is 
unfamiliar, loud or sudden, they will startle and then scream in an attempt to scare away the 
danger and to elicit help.”[41]   In this case, high amounts of noise pollution should be designed to fix 
issues. Their constant hearing of loud noises may eventually cause hearing impairment as adults. 
Schoolyard areas need to be protected from noises such as cars passing on the interstate, horns 
blowing, lawn equipment running, and other distracting noises in a schoolyard.  Blocking noises 
in loud places may be done with enclosures of hedging and large trees.  
Second, the olfactory or sense of smell helps them connect to a sense of place.  A smell of 
flowers compared to a smell of a decaying animal in a wooded area will develop a sense of place 
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for children in an entirely different way.  Children respond to a sense of smell with pleasure, joy, 
or even disgust.  Butterfly gardens or flower gardens in schoolyards may be incorporated for 
sense of smell.  Memories are developed through the sense of smell creating a sense of place by 
relating the smell to where they were during an earlier time in their life.  
Third, sight is important in everyday development.  Children do not always need to be viewing 
a book, computer screen, or a white board.  Hannaford claims, “The eyes need to actively 
experience the world as a whole for vision to fully develop.  Active sensory and motor functioning 
of the eyes help to entrain the body on shapes and movement of natural forms, to develop the 
spatial awareness necessary for clear perceptions and assists in pattern seeing, essential for all 
learning.”[42]  Opportunities for the eyes to look around in nature becomes constant. 
Fourth, children learn through the sense of touch.  One may remember first meeting someone 
because the individual was touched by that person, which leaves a personal impression on the 
one touched.  The motor senses start to work.  Hannaford explains, “The skin becomes one of 
the primary organs for early environmental learning.”[43]  They feel certain textures and respond to 
what they touch, and this is why a grass blade, tree bark, sand, or any other part of nature may 
be a connection experience that becomes relevant to remember. 
Lastly, the sense of taste is important in learning outdoor observation.  Many berries, fruits, 
and vegetables are important for children to experience to see if they like or dislike certain foods. 
Organic foods may be grown for health and well-being of the young to have favorable taste for 
them to explore.
In addition to all these senses is proprioception, a sense that is easily overlooked, is the 
position or movement of the body.  Hannaford explains, “The body’s sense of itself in space, is 
one of our most important ways of learning.”[44]  The balance of the body, the movement of the 
child, and the daily exercises are all important in childhood development that may be practiced in 
nature.
A brain functions less efficiently if it has not been stimulated or energized, and muscles need 
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use.  For example, if a child has not ridden a bicycle or exercised for a while,  his or her muscles 
become weak as one tends not to flex the muscles which are needed to ride a bicycle.  Those who 
jump on a bike have the ability to ride again because their mind knows what is expected, but their 
muscles still need the training.  The same may be expressed about those who do not experience 
nature, and who do not exercise their senses on a daily or weekly basis.	The use of the senses 
and movement are healthy for the brain and body.  Designing outdoor facilities to accommodate 
sensory needs for childhood development is mandatory.  
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CHAPTER IV
SOLUTION: PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS A NEW WAy TO LEARN
   A NATURAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT REVEALED 
                                                                THROUGH LANDSCAPE
Some children who are in school become tired, restless, and reluctant to learn without the 
view of nature.  Natural areas are slowly disappearing by being developed for industrial purposes 
and housing; spaces to play, learn, and exercise become limited.  Edward O. Wilson claims, 
“Wilderness and natural areas are no longer plentiful; in fact, they have become scarce.”[45]  Even 
if such areas were plentiful, many school facilities lack ways for students to see nature, and urban 
areas usually neglect exposed natural experiences.  
 
            Figure 7:  Classrooms Without Nature:    Figure 8:  Moving With Nature:
                     (Stan yoshinobu)                (Prakagh Patel)
Many schoolyards are neglected in preference to what students are doing while placed in a 
classroom.  Some classrooms offer a single view of the outdoors through a window connected 
to the tiny emergency side door.  They need to see the trees losing their leaves, the fall color 
change, climate change, snow falling, and the sun shining.  Taylor and Wells claims, “Children 
with views of and contact with nature score higher on tests of concentration and self-discipline. 
The greener, the better the scores.”[46]  No windows facing the outdoors in a classroom (Figure 
7) versus an abundance of windows with the natural setting (Figure 8) may change the way both 
behavior and health improve in children.  
			  Versus
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Students may learn more in an outdoor classroom versus being indoors even when the 
newest technology is available.  Interacting with nature, being creative, and responding to the 
natural environment allows them to think critically about green spaces, outdoor settings, and 
woodland areas. Schools indoors versus outdoors (Figure 9) show how students indoors are 
studying and learning from books and technology devices.  Connection between knowledge of 
the outdoors and hands-on experience with nature may be made.  Those who experience nature 
improve their test scores.  According to the California Department of Education, “School age 
children’s grades raise 27 percent in science by hands on experience in nature.”[47]  There may be 
a feeling of an adventure outdoors when children have hands-on experience with learning how to 
preserve woodlands, protect the habitat, and become more proficient in understanding real world 
experiences and the natural habitat.  
                 Indoors                                    Outdoors
                         Figure 9:  Schools Indoors Versus Outdoors: (Source)  
Nature is a creative attribute and changes daily with environmental factors.  When outdoor 
play leads to or is accompanied by questions and these inquiries lead to closer observations, 
learning of nature by children is enhanced.  Natural landscapes that have not been manipulated 
may help them learn with no design change in landform at all.  Observations in nature exhibits 
many education experiences.  Take for example, sometimes simply watching a fish spawn for 
future hatching of little fry, water evaporating from a pond, chickens sitting on their eggs, a flower 
beginning to wilt, leaves dropping from a tree, or seasonal changes may ignite an invaluable 
process of learning. 
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OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS AS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE
The American education system began exploring the potential of outdoor classrooms.  The 
1970s was when experiential education emerged as a field known to represent experiences 
through nature, and in 1977 the Association for Experiential Education (AEE), recognized “the 
value of nature and the outdoors.”[48]  Earlier educators as diverse as Aristotle, Dewey, Bloom, 
Rogers, and Gardener valued direct experience of the natural world.  James Neil explains that 
Dewey believed in the theory of experience that children may learn through continuity of learning 
through every good and bad experience.  Past experiences interact with present situations.[49] 
These scholars have studied experiential learning to a point that some schools are becoming 
nature bound, and test scores of those at nature participating schools has proven to increase. 
Skelly and Bradley claims, “Eighty-four percent of teachers exposed to school gardens think 
gardens help students learn more effectively.”[50]   Consequently, many schools in the United States 
offer children opportunities to participate through experiential learning outdoors.
Presently, many schools are changing their ways of teaching by incorporating natural outdoor 
classrooms.  Unfortunately, Knoxville, Tennessee does not have any public schools that are 
fully utilizing this principle.  When being in nature, children develop their own sense of place by 
beginning to explore interests of their own including recycling systems, saving energy, storm 
water issues, plants, and others.  Children get a recognition of their place through observance of 
what the land has to offer to them.  The Willow School in Gladstone, New Jersey, (Figure 10 on 
following page) and the Muddy Sneakers Organization in North Carolina, (Figure 11 on following 
page) are advocates of woodland areas, protecting land for future involvement, and enhancing 
ways for them to learn.  According to the Willow School, “The school children and teachers 
recognize that nature, the rhythm of the earth, the connection of all things, and the cycles of 
life are integral parts of the educational experiences for our students.  We weave education for 
sustainability into all aspects of the school’s curriculum.”[51]   Muddy Sneakers organization works 
with nineteen elementary schools to ensure fifth graders to have ample outdoor experience in 
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-AND-
nature.[52]    These children at both the Willow School and Muddy Sneakers organization participate 
socially and educate each other.
       Figure 10:  Willow School: (Willow School)                  Figure 11:  Muddy Sneakers: (M. Sneakers) 
Children who are linked to nature are responsive to the way the natural environment is 
developing, and they begin to understand issues connected to the natural habitat.  Their creativity 
blossoms.  The Willow School and Muddy Sneakers is not just an organization for them to play and 
be physically active; students may learn environmental subject matter, and they have experiences 
that may remain in lifelong memory to not be forgotten as soon as a test is finished.
The Willow School case study and Muddy Sneakers organization exemplify the benefits 
of outdoor education.  They are afforded the opportunity to connect to nature with hands-on 
experience by developing awareness and protection, interacting socially with each other, 
developing ways to mark their sense of place, exploring on-going destinations, building on the 
use of senses, and learning from the on-going cycle of nature.  Natural learned experiences are 
unique and cannot be replicated by reading or learning through a textbook or application from the 
Internet.  Exploration through nature helps them link their senses with scientific knowledge. 
   “ETHICS,
 
        ECOLOGY,
 
   EXCELLENCE
       EDUCATION,”
    



















ENVIRONMENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL STUDIES 
Nature studies help children improve their learning experience.  In the Spring of 2010, a 
survey of 1900 educators by the National Wildlife Federation claimed, 
“Seventy-eight percent of educators reported children who spend regular time in 
unstructured outdoor play concentrate and perform better in the classroom, 82 
percent said students need daily unstructured outdoor time as a counterbalance 
to the significant time spent indoors in front of electronic media, 75 percent said 
students who spend regular time outdoors tend to be more creative and better 
able to problem solve in [returning to the] classroom.”[53]  
Students are developing an understanding of how the implication of taking care of nature occurs in 
a creative way.  Leiberman and Hoody’s studies show that “Forty schools in California used nature 
as ‘an integrated context of learning’ by experiential project learning and found the performance 
children did outdoors improves standardized test scores, grade point average, willingness of task 
orientation, ways to adapt to different learning styles, and  problem solving.”[54]  Other studies, 
cited in upcoming chapters, duplicate these findings.
Extra curricular outdoor nature experiences also help improve test scores of students.  Darling, 
Caldwell, and Smith claim, “A study found that children who participated in extra curricular activities 
reported higher grades, more positive attitudes toward school, and higher academic aspirations.”[55] 
While they have the ability to learn, they are capable of not only becoming knowledgeable, but 
also, they are strengthened in further studies needed for outdoor growth.  
Children learn to be keepers of the land by maintaining, exploring, learning, and having initial 
goals to take care of the land.  David Sobel defines, 
“Place-based education is the process of using the local community and 
environment as a starting point to teach concepts in language arts, mathematics, 
social studies, science, and other subjects across the curriculum.  Emphasizing 
hands-on, real-world learning experiences, this approach to education 
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increases academic achievement, helps students develop stronger ties to their 
community, enhances students’ appreciation for the natural world, and creates 
a heightened commitment to serving as active, contributing citizens.”[56]
It uses the social, cultural, and the natural environment in which the students learn across the 
curriculum.  
PRECEDENT STUDy IN RELATION TO PROPOSED SITE: 
THE EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF KNOXVILLE
                                                 
Figure 12:  The Episcopal School of Knoxville: 
                                                 (Self/Source)
The third study, the Episcopal School of Knoxville (ESK), (Figure 12) is a privately funded 
school encompassing seventy-eight acres, where children are actively involved outdoors.  The 
students at ESK live green at the school and are taught about agriculture through organic farming, 
operation of a chicken coop, and practicing compost recycling.  They may learn about agriculture, 
farming, and the process of growing and preparing food to the table.  School lunches are from 














utilized.  The chicken coop (built 2011) is used to teach them about many uses of a single food: 
eggs.  They, also, learn about  nature, nurture, and protecting the animals.  
Ample spaces at ESK help provide more natural areas for children to experience.  One example 
is using picnic tables and open lawn as a good way for those to appreciate being outdoors and 
to be introduced to natural areas. They may observe trees, insects, butterflies, and other living 
creatures that may replace the radio, television, cell phone, or computer.  It seems this curriculum 
is extremely focused on experiential learning.
The ESK is active in the community, involving classes in local community events such as a 
farmers market. Local club affiliations visit such as: cheese clubs, geography, club, Cub Scouts, 
and Daisy Scouts for various community activities.  The ESK even has lemonade sales and 
agricultural events to build school community access.  
The ESK is different from any other school surrounding it because of its on-going interests in 
teaching children knowledge that may be acquired outdoors. Studying existing schools like the 
Willow School and ESK help to give a broader context of what would be expected for designing an 
outdoor classroom at a proposed site.  These two school sites and Muddy Sneakers not only give 
examples of what may be done, but also, seeing the nature focused master plans of other nature 
based educational schools help to provide a guide for a school with a similar layout or interest. 
Therefore, these two sites and one program (Willow School, Muddy Sneakers, and The Episcopal 
School of Knoxville) were selected as studies for the proposed site: Pond Gap Elementary school.





              Figure 13:  Representation: (Self)	 		
       
INTRODUCTION: REASONS FOR CHOICE
In selecting a site, many factors were taken into consideration to determine if the facility and 
students lacked usage of a natural setting.  Families of students usually in urban areas often have 
a dearth of experience in nature due to consumed industrial, commercial, and residential areas 
compared to those who live in a rural setting.  The Pond Gap Elementary school (Figure 13) 
located in Knoxville, Tennessee, was chosen after several other schools were reviewed.  Such 
criteria for site choice included: demographics, diversity (language/culture), physical resources 
(woodlands/open space), community involvement, and lower academic success.  A particular 
interest was to find a site that had adjoining native woodlands that could become useful for nature 
trails and to encourage future developers to include woodland areas.  
  
DEMOGRAPHICS
Children at Pond Gap come from low income families.  Records show that ninety-two percent 
of the children at Pond Gap Elementary are eligible for discounted or free lunch as of 2013.[57] 







food, mental stress, lack of resources, and decrease in educational expectations.  Janet Currie 
claims, “Children [who] live below the poverty line are 1.3 times more likely to have developmental 
delays or learning disabilities than those who do not live in poverty.”[58]  Social issues associated 
with low income neighborhoods are addressed in the Site Inventory.   
CULTURAL DIVERSITy
Language and cultural differences may cause children to fall behind in learning compared to 
other children.  The US Department of Education claims,  “By the end of the 4th grade, African-
American, Hispanic and low income students are already 2 years behind [in] grade level.”[59]   Pond 
Gap (Table 1) has a diversity of students with different languages and cultures.  These children 
have to learn the curriculum required by Tennessee.
             Table 1:  Diversity 2009-2010 (Language/Culture): (OCAL School Directory) 
There are benefits with having diversity of language and culture as children are taught not 
only about the meaning of a word from a different language, but also, the culture from other  areas 
like China, Japan, Africa, and India of students at Pond Gap becomes part of ways that children 
when being social may learn from different diversity.  Wardle claims, “Supporting diversity in early 
childhood programs is a two-pronged process: helping children to feel good about themselves, 
their families, and their communities, and also exposing children to differences, things that are 
unfamiliar, and experiences beyond their immediate lives.”[60]    If they have the opportunity for nature 
learning, they will have valuable natural resources to help them learn from hands-on relationship 
to activities, such as canning beans, tilling the soil, and watering plants, which may also help them 


































































develop verbal and with written communication skills.  No matter what their diversity of language 
and culture is they all must be taught at Pond Gap.
NATURAL PHySICAL RESOURCES
Pond Gap has many outdoor open spaces that may be used for educational purposes, and 
the school has a woodland area (2.32 acres) for students to be able to learn through experiences 
in the natural settings (page 43).    
COMMUNITy INVOLVEMENT
Pond Gap is already contributing to the community through collaboration with Pellissippi State 
Service-Learning Project, “you are What you Eat: The Edible School Project,” was launched at 
Pond Gap Elementary School in 2013.[61]  Students learn from the vegetable garden from Matt 
Callo, American Corp Vista, where he has been able to volunteer to teach them about agriculture. 
Many evenings, children at  Pond Gap are involved in after school hours of community 
learning.  Dr. Bob Kronick, a psychology teacher from the University of Tennessee, searched for 
ways to improve test scores of children that included extra curriculum studies.  They have certain 
tasks that must be completed in order to finish the day.  Mark Benson notes,
 “Students receive help with academic subjects such as reading and 
mathematics. Students can also take lessons in art and music year round. 
Problem solving and team building skills are taught through such activities as 
science night, cooking classes, and the stilt-walking club. Medical and eye 
exams are provided on site as well as washers and dryers. Counseling services 
are available to help students with difficult issues such as the loss of a loved 
one.”[62]
Although the community around Sutherland Avenue still may need more active involvement, one-
on-one guidance helps build success.  This service-learning project indicates a willingness of 
Pond Gap community to become more involved.  
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LOWER ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
TCAP test scores at Pond Gap (344 students, K-5) are ranked lower compared to district 
elementary schools and state results. 
            
                       Table 2:  Statewide Rank Position Percentile: (SchoolDigger) 
 
TEACHING PHILOSOPHy
     The Knoxville County curricula, which is required to be covered in part dictates how daily school 
schedules are determined.  Table 3 demonstrates the daily twenty-five minute recess schedule 
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(shown in red) at Pond Gap.  Recess times are being cut in half. Steven Reinberg announces, 
“Since the advent of the [former president George W. Bush’s] No Child Left Behind Act addressed 
in 2011, some schools have been cutting or eliminating recess to spend more time teaching 
academics.”[63]  President Obama believes that recess taken out of school will give them more 
time for core subjects like math, reading, and science, etc,.[64]  However, Pond Gap may be 
able to switch recess time out with more experienced based education because children may be 
extremely active in nature. 
SITE LOCATION
Pond Gap is located at 1401 Hollywood Drive, Knoxville, Tennessee located within the 
geographical area of Farragut, Powell, Louisville, and Seymour.  This site of 10.98 acres (Figure 
14) is centrally located within 52 schools surrounding, making it a possible prototype for a nature 
schoolyard that school children may explore.  Figure 14 shows the location at a zoomed-in scale, 
where such streets as Hollywood Drive become more dominant. 
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Figure 14:  Existing Site and Areas Around the Schoolyard: (Source)
yMOUR
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Currently, the Pond Gap school building seems to be one of the oldest public buildings in this 
area and is surrounded by many residential homes and commercial facilities such as a tire store, 
restaurants, laundry mats, and other commercial uses.  An apartment complex is across the street 
as well as large commercial buildings and a few other residential homes.  Past the back of the 
schoolyard, there is now new construction for offices.
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CHAPTER VI
SITE INVENTORy AND CHARACTERISTICS
     
SOCIAL FACTORS:  SAFETy OF SURROUNDING STREETS
 
Many homes and commercial businesses are located around the school.  Figure 15, according 
to Google Earth, represents by colors the traffic speed surrounding Pond Gap.[65]  The children on-
site are kept safe by a fence that wraps around the back of the school.  The fence may be used 
to protect them from the automobiles on a busy road, such as Papermill Drive.  In addition, the 
schoolyard must be kept up to codes for safety, such as meeting ADA regulations for the handicap 
children.  Newly designed areas must keep children away from the streets and from storm water 
flowing through the swale.  
   
	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
                                                                        Figure 15: Aerial of Streets and Buildings: (Google Earth)
SOCIOECONOMIC
Socioeconomic concerns address both the social and the economic factors of how the site 
is being maintained.  Pond Gap is located in one of the lower socioeconomic areas of Knoxville, 











Traffic Speed:  Fast  Slow  
Middlebrook Pike
Pond Gap Elementary School
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socioeconomic areas.  Munson and Smith says, “Out of school opportunities for play may be 
compromised by a lack of safe play areas because parks and playgrounds are less abundant in 
lower income areas and may be unsafe due to drug dealing, violence, and vandalism.”[67]    Nature to 
low income children is less about the beauty of the trees, the escape of a day hike, and enjoyment 
of a peaceful atmosphere but about trash, danger, and stress.  Currie claims, “Children in poverty 
have ‘acting out’ behaviors, impatience, impulsivity, gaps in politeness and social graces, little 
range of behavioral responses, inappropriate emotional responses.”[68]  Areas open for them to 
explore enclosed by fencing may help students find places to engage in activities; the paved court 
on site keeps many community children playing basketball during the weekend.   
   
CRIME RATES
Many low income areas also have high crime rates.  Crimes in Middlebrook Heights in the 
Pond Gap area are considered somewhat unsafe.  The list below depicts just an average mapping 
of what has been caught or seen near this site per data record (Table 4).  This area compared to 
other areas seem to have a lot of stolen products, yet it does not seem to have many assaults.  In 
robberies sometimes a shooting may occur, it is best to design with safety in mind.     
               Table 4:  Crime Mapping of Pond Gap Elementary: (Bair Analytics)
     Burglary from Motor Vehicle
      Theft
      Robbery-Commercial
      Assault-Other
     Burglary-Residential
     Vandalism
     Motor Vehicle Theft 
     Other                      Existing Site
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ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION ROUTES
         
             Figure 16: Walkable Distance : (Google Earth) 
Children living within a two mile walking radius of Pond Gap may be able to walk to school 
(Figure 16).  Pond Gap has sidewalks near the school entrance, front, sides, and back. Walking 
helps reduce pollution from automobiles, provides community access, and develops cohesion 
and networking.  The site also has many open areas around the lawn edge that may be utilized to 
help encourage bike accessibility.  Currently, unless accessing the sidewalk, no areas for biking 
are included on the road.  Areas may be provided for parking their bikes.    
Papermill Drive, however, is not particularly safe for young children because of high traffic 
volume.  Parents or an adult may be able to facilitate them crossing the street by biking or walking 
with additional allocations for traffic guards and traffic signals along the streets to and from the 
school.  
        PERIMETER CONTROL
If students are going to be able to stay outdoors in the Pond Gap schoolyard without close 
supervision, it may help to have perimeter control using fencing and natural barriers.  Presently, 
there is only a fence connected to the playground in the back schoolyard.  Many safety designs 








   
             Figure 17:  Views of Site: (Self/Google Earth)
     
     The site has four main views as shown in Figure 17.  Picture (A) shows the swale that has 
runoff entering through the system into the Tennessee River with the sidewalk that may be viewed 
from Papermill Drive.  Picture (   ) is the back of the property that will be used for passive design. 
This area has a smaller classroom addition.  Picture (   ) is the front entrance of the school with 
parking to the side.  The entrance from the left side will be a major connector to the nature 
areas by connecting the sidewalk to the existing vegetable garden that will accent the nature trail. 
Picture (  ) represents the area for both gardening and play.  This area is located in front of the 
proposed woodland trail system.  
Figure 18 on the next page convey some characteristics of the site including the figure ground. 
Picture, (    ), shows an example of the blocks of windows that occur every ten feet or so where 
children indoors may be able to see the outdoors.  When designing around windows, it is best for 
them to be able to see the natural areas being displayed outside, such as a rain garden, a bridge, 
or a natural setting.  Birds, squirrels, and other animals may be viewed from a window.  The same 










    
                 
                
          
                                          
   
                                                                                                 Figure 18:  The Views: (Self/Google Earth)
(     ), is the schoolyard in the back with a mulched playground that has a few existing birdhouses. 
Picture, (    ), is wide open for play and may be blocked off for them to have the best available 
areas for learning.  It shows existing conditions of the back side of the school.  They like to use 
chalk to learn which may be seen in this picture.  The chalk may be represented more naturally by 
using sticks and dirt in learning through nature.  Picture, (   ), represents the modular classrooms. 
Currently, these classrooms do not fit with the resemblance of the brick structure of the school 
building.  Perhaps the modular classroom structures could be gradually removed for outdoors 
classroom access.  Finally, picture, (   ), is the entrance to the site.  The soft quality of the green 
shaded space is currently lost with the unmown edge and the unshowy parking facility located 
in the front.  A natural area of vegetation will add to the community view and the movement 
of children throughout the entrance of the site.  The bank area along the sidewalk will have a 













     MATERIALS, TEXTURES, AND COLORS OF POND GAP ELEMENTARy SCHOOL
    
                                                     Figure 19:  Materials, Textures, and Colors: (Self) 
   
 Materials, textures, and colors incorporate learning through exposure to objects, which 
children may associate feelings or appearances of these objects to other objects that relate to their 
encountered earlier experiences at Pond Gap Elementary school (Figure 19).  Students feeling 
certain materials such as wood chips, bark, brick, and stone are capable of understanding distinct 
features about the materials that relate to that object.  A material such as wood is represented by 
building products (decks, rails, steps) like plastic is used sometimes for play equipment.  Even 
with their eyes closed, they will more than likely know (if felt before) or come close to knowing 
what is in their hands as the outdoors leads them to a responsive awareness of tangible objects. 
The senses help the young respond to certain textures, materials, and colors to learn about 
contrasting and comparing similar objects.  These objects, as a remembrance, stay stored in their 
mind for future references.  The material, also, should be congruent with the existing conditions 
of the school building and schoolyard at Pond Gap.  The site has bright natural colors (primary 
colors) like the nine basic colors and gray.  Primary colors help them correspond to certain objects 
like a red ladder, brown dirt, and green grass.  Consequently, design colors will be chosen from 




CONNECTIVITy TO THE REGION
  
          
 Figure 20:  Vegetation: (Google Earth)
Nearby, residential areas have a mixed use of vegetation while the commercial properties have 
existing trees by contractor placement or bird dispersal.  The vegetation is discussed further in 
Chapter VIII.  
          GEOLOGy       
                             
  
   Figure 21:  Geology: (USDA WebSoil)
  An issue arises with having rocks in the natural setting such as the area around the man-
made pond because children frequently seem to place their hands on objects, especially rocks. 
The rocks should be heavy enough to prevent  them  from throwing or tossing the rocks at each 
other.  Secondly, larger rocks help to naturalize a site.  Thirdly, rocks as boulders may be used at 
Pond Gap as natural structures for benches in both passive and active areas.    
Parking lots and other hardscapes convey sediments like oil from cars to the storm water 
system.  Adding or placing various size river rocks around sidewalks and parking lots help to drain 
slowly storm water into the ground.  Small rock particles are again problematic, as the rocks tend 
ORDOVICIAN CAMBIUM
ORDOVICIAN
 The geology of the site at Pond Gap Elementary 
(Figure 21) has Ordovician Cambium and Ordovician rock 
particles.[69]  The typical rock for Ordovician Cambium 
is limestone, shale, dolomite, sandstone, claystone, 
and siltstone.[70]  Ordovician consists of shale, dolomite, 
limestone, chert, silstone, and sandstone.[71]
The vegetation on site (Figure 20) currently is a 
mixture of woodlands. The potential to enhance regional 
activity within the urban site will need the appropriate 
natural use of the native vegetation and added topsoil. 
There  is a separation of vegetation from the schoolyard 
and the remainder of the site due to road connection. 
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to travel with other particles into the drain system.  When the drain systems at Pond Gap get 
plugged with siltation or other debris, then the drains will not be able to collect water.  
SOIL
                                           
     Map Unit Legend:
                                                                                                                 
HyDROLOGy AND TOPOGRAPHy
The wooded area of vegetation in the back of the schoolyard at the side entrance seems to be 
the steepest area for advancement for children to explore.  The existing topography is changed 
for building, codes compliance, structure placement, layouts, and hydrology purposes.  Storm 
water may flood areas; the lower areas on site with constant drainage may eventually erode the 
existing land if areas are not graded properly.
Web Soil Survey








Knox County, Tennessee (TN093) 















  Coghill-Corryton complex,
 
    12 to 25 percent slopes
  Dewey-Udorthents-Urban 
      land complex, 2 to 12
      percent slopes
  Urban land-Udorthents 
      complex
The soil helps a contractor to determine 
what may or may not be built on the site.  East 
Tennessee soil is rich in clay.  Sometimes a 
site may have to have additional soils added 
in order for the ground to be stable enough 
for development or fertile enough for planting. 
Pond Gap (Figures 22) has primarily Coghill-
Corryton complex as seen in survey.
					Figure	22:		Soil	Survey	and	List:	(USDA	WebSoil	Survey)
Totals for Area of Interest:
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     Pond Gap has four main areas of drainage (Figure 23).  The first is the swale that collects 
water, which drains into Third Creek and eventually into the Tennessee River.  The second area is 
the valley, where water is being drained in both down directions going downhill.  The third focus is 
the low lying area or depression that has water flowing downhill from various directions to collect 
the water in one of the three drains before reaching the schoolyard.  The fourth area has water 
that drains into the depression area or to the drain behind the school building.
 
												 	 	 	 	 	 																																													Figure 24: Hydrology: (Self)
themselves up with wood bars and relaxation by sliding or rolling themselves down the grass. 
Number 7 may be considered a focal point by providing entrances into the woodlands and garden. 








  2   3
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A conceptual study may be done (Figure 
24).  Number 1 is where the land is currently 
the lowest in the back of the school.  It is 
primarily flat and becomes an open area for 
children to play or be educated.  Number 2 
is somewhat a sinkhole caused by water 
erosion, but it is not too steep for a child to 
wander.  Number 3 is a raised flat area that 
has been graded for a playground.  Number 
4 is where most of the water from the hill runs 
off, and typically, it would be a good spot for a 
dry creek bed unless storm water is diverted. 
Number 5 is a landing area for children to 
play off the hill.  Number 6 is the rise of the 
hill where they will be able to climb, roll, or 
slide down it.  They may be physically active 
in this area by using their strength for pulling 
Figure 23:  Topography: 
                  (KGIS)
  1  2
   3
   4
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	 	 	 	 	 					 CHAPTER VII
 GOALS AND METHODS
      
      GOALS
The goal of this thesis is to increase awareness of children at Pond Gap Elementary with the 
natural environment on school grounds by designing ecological areas for green outdoor spaces 
and preserving, enhancing, and protecting existing natural areas to foster physically, mentally, 
and socially healthy children.  A further goal is to identify, explore, and design a conceptual 
master plan for a prototype schoolyard using place-based education in Knoxville, Tennessee. 
The education of children may occur outdoors in many subjects in this thesis such as science, 
art, health, and writing for learning across the curriculum and meeting academic standards.  They 
may be allowed to experience the natural environment, expand knowledge about the outdoors, 
and commit to environmental stewardship.  An increase in knowledge about the environment and 
the health benefits of being outdoors will set a positive example for other children.   
                                                                         
OBSTACLES   
                                                                            Figure 25:  Obstacles: (Self)
     Children face many obstacles (Figure 25) that become major issues, resulting in limited access 
to the outdoors.  Such obstacles as inclement, weather, increased dependency of technology, and
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health and safety concerns too often keep students indoors.  However, this does not always 
mean that they will not be taken out during unfavorable weather conditions.  In case of inclement 
weather, Pond Gap will have access to an enclosed kiosk, sheds, and other structures on these 
days, and the effects of weather conditions may be observed.  Wireless technology may be used 
outdoors in lessons.  A Landscape Architect addresses nature deficient children with appropriate 
designs that will address healthy and safety concerns.  They will be indoors sometimes due to 
many obstacles, such as other class studies and bathroom access.   
LEARNING FROM THE LAND
In consideration, it is not always true that a child may learn daily about preserving, protecting, 
and enhancing the land, but the child carries with him or her the knowledge derived from 
experiences.  Take for example, a child finds three various size rocks at Pond Gap.  That day the 
student experiences texture, color, weight, and placing the rock in position.  It rains all night.  The 
next day the student goes to the site where the rocks were placed and notices two of the rocks 
are no longer there.  The child sees a dip in the ground and follows this passageway downhill and 
notices that there is not much grass surrounding the dip in the ground.  It is a sandy mixture where 
the topsoil has been depleted.  The child finds the two rocks lying in a muddy part of the soil at the 
bottom of the hill.  Then, the child realizes this day that the storm water had carried the two rocks 
along this path.  That afternoon the student tells the other classmates that the two rocks were 
found, but the one rock remained due to it’s existing weight. This scenario is only one amongst 
many that can contribute to the education of a student.  
METHODS
 According to the study, the ways for achieving the goals will be attained by the following 
methods:
1.  Outdoor Experience:
Site developments and schedule changes at Pond Gap are being proposed based on the 
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researcher’s findings about studies on nature based education.  The increase of outdoor experience
will help to get children to interact and learn from nature.  The designed amenities will help them 
focus on experiential learning throughout the site. The nature deficient children will be able daily 
to explore nature and have an understanding of many experiences they might not have had 
before attending Pond Gap.
2.  Events:
The plans are for the faculty at Pond Gap to have outdoor classroom settings for at least one 
or two periods a day with events per syllabus.  Many programmable events such as nature shows 
and sponsorship exhibits in the evenings and weekends will be performed.  Children will have 
social, physical, and mental benefits with each other to complete these events.  
  3.  Adaptable to Subjects and Grade Levels:
The children will be required to learn through experience gained through nature.  Different 
subjects will be addressed and all grade levels will be participating during some time of the day. 
They will have required tasks to complete without being destructive to nature.  The tasks per 
grade level will correspond with the Knoxville County Curriculum.  Many projects will be done per 
week that allow them to be set at the same level or even higher education than is given per indoor 
classroom settings. They will have ample opportunity not only to learn the required class material, 
but also, they may learn from other experiences from nature.
4.  Place-based Education:
Children will be set in a place-based education experience.  The experiential interaction with 
nature will help improve who they are to become.  Sobel claims, “It often employs a process of 
re-storying, whereby students are asked to respond creatively to stories of their home ground so 
that, in time, they are able to position themselves, imaginatively and actually, within the continuum 
of nature and culture in that place.  They become part of the community, rather than a passive 




              
                 EXISTING 
 Pond Gap has potential for children to be able to explore nature even amongst the residential 
and commercial areas.  When programming for certain events on a site, the designer, however, 
must take into consideration the existing residential and commercial areas surrounding Pond Gap 
because the schoolyard must be safe and accessible. 
                  Figure 26:  Existing Area/Land Use: (Self/ Google Earth)                
Site development for outdoor classrooms at  Pond Gap must have existing considerations for 
native vegetation, water, open land, and other natural existence.  The schoolyard currently has a 
massing of trees that will be a valuable source for shade in both passive and active use.  
Site development contains many opportunities for some existing features to remain (Figure 26). 
The playground will remain in its existing location, though new features may be added.  Children 
will be able to use this area for swinging and more unstructured type of activities.  Currently, the 
parking areas will remain as existing until decisions are made as to supply and demand.  The 
woodland area will be changed per proposed plan.  The vegetation and ground areas will need 
maintenance.  The utility area will have a low planting plan underneath to conform with fire safety. 
Residential/Commercial       Existing Site               Existing Activity Area
Existing Woodland Area        Extra Classrooms































The modular classrooms will remain until there is adequate use of the proposed natural classrooms. 
Once outdoor classrooms are in place, modular buildings may not be used.  
  
PROPOSED
          
     
      Figure 27:  Existing and Proposed Site Development: (Self/Google Earth)
Proposed plans for site development include: working areas, seating/resting, a butterfly 
garden, a rain garden, an amphitheater, wildlife learning center, environmental observation, an 
art center, outdoor classrooms, continuation of an edible organic community garden, cookbook 
station, earth mounds, retention pond, and nature activity areas as marked in Figure 27.  All of the 





























THE SIGNIFICANCE OF POND GAP AS RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
School children learning about nature throughout a day may be able to recognize many 
important environmental issues that are experienced and may be carried on through a lifetime of 
learning.  
      PONDS, STREAMS, AND DRAINS  
                 
                 PONDS, STREAMS, DRAINS
                  Erosion Control/Drainage
    
                 Overflow (Discussed in Rain Gardens)
                  Animal/Plant Life
       
           
                       Figure	28:		The	Passage:	(Source)
Children at Pond Gap may be capable of learning from hands-on experience about ponds, 
streams, and drains overflowing to cause a passage of natural occurrences.  Sometimes ponds 
may be built by man, such as the pond which will be in the butterfly garden area at Pond Gap. 
The list above (Figure 28) will be discussed per topic.    
EROSION CONTROL/ DRAINAGE
Water may flow in two different drain systems.  A septic drain field removes contaminants 
from the liquid that comes from the septic tank not located at Pond Gap.  Robert Lamb claims, 
“Black water (contact with fecal matter) is sent into a septic tank or sewage system, along with any 
unused grey water.  Grey water (not in contact with solid human waste) should not be stored for 
reuse because it may carry bacteria or pathogens, and if not treated, it will turn into black water.[73] 
The surface water at Pond Gap flows into Third Creek, which connects to the Tennessee River.  
Children should be taught that what drops from their hands may possibly enter into the drainage
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system, which pollute the water system.  Elementary age children may learn how water recycles 
itself in roots and leaves, which vegetation becomes a key factor to the drainage process.
ANIMALS/ PLANT LIFE
Wildlife creatures adapt to a habitat where they naturally fit in the environment of Pond Gap. 
Children may observe many insects and animals.  Soil, texture, bark, moisture, elevation rise, 
color, water, land, and other important elements distinguish where animals or insects may be 
found.  Tadpoles are not found without water as Penguins are not found without ice.  The frog 
cycle (Figure 29) and the butterfly metamorphosis are concepts children at the Pond Gap may 
                Adult Frog
                                                                                                                                        Eggs
                                 Embryo 
        The First Stage 
         of a Frog                          
                Tadpoles 
                Seen In Water
           
 Tail Shortens                             Tadpoles Grow 
                                Gills
          
          
                                                                                                                                        Tail of Tadpole
    
       Front Legs Seen/
   Frogs seen on Land    
                            Back Legs 
     
                
              Growth of Tail         
               Figure 29:  The Frog Cycle: (Self/Source)
                                                                                                                                                      
experience in nature studies.  A majority of wildlife and insects bond in group form in habitats 
like some fish swim in schools or as a flock of geese flying as a skein to more suitable weather. 
Children must not disturb these groups of insects or wildlife areas of natural habitats.  
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Plants like animals survive and adapt to their natural area.  Children must learn and 
understand how plants, animals, and insects may function in the natural setting.  Invasive plants, 
for instance, which may crowd out native plants, may be dispersed by seed by birds and other 
animals throughout the land.  For example, invasive plants of Florida may not survive well in 
East Tennessee.  The invasive Bush Honeysuckle and Kudzu invade the natural system of East 
Tennessee and needs to be removed.  It is best to remove all invasive plants on site, so new native 
growth of trees may be able to grow.  Pond Gap had Pine Beetles that destroyed a majority of the 
pine trees; therefore, native trees are proposed.  Unfortunately, restoration will cause topsoil to be 
moved on site, but if plants are planted properly this should not be much of an issue.  The map of 
the existing vegetation is shown (Figure 30).  
                               
                           
           Figure 30:   Plant Community for Pond Gap Elementary/ Vegetation Woodlands: (Self/Source)
Currently, the Bush Honeysuckle is prevalent throughout Pond Gap and the woodlands; 
therefore, new existing trees are not growing like the tree should.  The site will have some areas 
reforested encouraging healthier plant growth.  Plants with color or texture for winter interests will 
be planted on site to enhance the natural aesthetics of the site.  A healthy tree canopy system will 
lead to a better natural habitat for animals.  New vegetation at Pond Gap will help children be able 
to learn about the native plant life and animals that are attracted to this site.   	 	 	
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GARDENS
Gardens help children learn in an experiential way.  In The Child in the Garden,
Dorothy Blair reviews 12 quantitative and qualitative studies on the impact 
of school gardening on children’s learning and behavior, and she found that 
9 of the 12 studies found significant and positive impacts of gardening with 
regard to test measures, which included children’s science achievement and 
food consumption behavior. Of the 7 qualitative studies reviewed, Blair found 
that students enjoyed and were highly motivated by gardening; students 
demonstrated improved school attitude and pride in the garden; and gardening 
enhanced student bonding, teamwork, and learning opportunities.[74]
While knowledge of nature by children becomes stronger in studying gardens, so do the 
improvements of their test scores.  Debra Shapio claims, “Recent studies show that the school 
gardening programs also boost students’ scores on science achievement tests.”[75]   Gardens not 
only help with [them] achieving higher test scores, but gardens also lead them to being healthier.  A 
researcher from Hort Technology claims, “Evergreen University, schools that undertake systemic 
environmental education (EE), which includes school gardens, consistently have higher test 
scores on the state standardized tests over comparable non-EE schools.”[76]   They are not only 
achieving higher test scores by being introduced to this hands-on experience with gardens, but a 
schoolyard garden often yields fruits or vegetables and healthier students.
     The three gardens that will be studied in the following pages are the rain garden, organic 
vegetable community garden, and butterfly garden.  Each garden will contribute to helping children 
learn through Knoxville county curriculum study, experiential study, community planning, healthy 
planning, and nature study.  The gardens by participation of children will hopefully help them to 
increase their overall test scores and knowledge in appropriate topics for their subject level, while 




                   
                 Figure 31:  Typical Rain Garden
                                    
The rain garden (Figure 31) is to be located on the back side of the school at Pond Gap.  A 
rain garden or “bioretention basin is a vegetated depression in an urban landscape that collects, 
treats, and recharges storm water into the ground.”[77]   A mixture of native trees, grasses, and 
perennials will be plant placement for a typical rain garden.  Good moods of children indoors may 
develop from the showcase of such beauty in the rain garden outdoors with butterflies, insects, 
and other habitat surrounding it.  As storm water drains to the lowest point of the land, it must be 
collected in a drain system, cistern, or through the roots of vegetation.  Pond Gap will have two 
cisterns (Figure 32) that store the overflow of the water.  As the water flushes through the drains, 
the cisterns will fill up, and the spigots being pumped may provide additional watering.  
 
 
   
																																																																															
	 	 	 	 	 									Figure 32:  Rain Garden Section: (Self/Source)
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The students at different age levels will learn separate concepts about the rain garden (Figure 
33).  Using the Knox County curriculum, the children are required before fifth grade to learn about 
water.  There are various topics that they may learn per grade level.  Sometimes children will 
learn about habitats in Kindergarten, and when the child enters the fifth grade, the child will have 
a structural understanding of the subject topic, such as the habitat in a more diversified level.
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Any standing water will cause 
root systems to eventually rot.
Water also erodes the landing by 
washing away good nutrients
needed for plant growth.
Rivers and streams are filled with
polluted water.  Children learn pollution 
tnot trapped into the soil becomes part 
of the river system through drains.
REMOVE STANDING WATER
Water may be used again.  The use of 
water moving downward from surface 
water to groundwater will be used 






















    





    
   
    
    
    
    
 
    







Plants in a rain garden should be native to 
the existing area.  Rain gardens are 
depressions that help absorb water.  These
gardens help stormwater from maintaining
pollution from entering into the water.  





When the two cisterns fill to capacity, the
excess rain water overflows through the 
underground pipe.  Then, the water will
surface to the rain garden. 
The Root System...





















All living organisms need water to 
survive.  Water makes up the majority 




























All grades building year by year on what they have learned may understand the importance of 
protecting water quality and bodies of water. 
    
RAIN GARDEN MASTER PLAN
The area for the rain garden (Figure 34) was chosen because of the natural drainage towards 
the drains.  The roots of the plants will help prevent some water from flooding the school.  The 
rain garden will have plants with colors and textures that represent all seasons to show interest 
to users.  The natural use of rain water for the root system, the storage of water for other plant 
life, and the roots stopping the soil from eroding will help make this feature functional.  A social 
entertainment area is provided with a colorful view of plants, an open lawn area, and a connectivity 
trail.  The waterfall around the wall will help soften the noises of the schoolyard in this area.  
                                                                               
                Figure 34: Master Rain Garden Plan: (Self/Source)
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	 	 	 	 								 ORGANIC GARDEN
        
                  ORGANIC GARDEN
        Increase in Food Knowledge/
        
        Health      
  
        Water for Plants
        Community Garden
        
                         
The second garden appropriate for the natural area of the site and for children to gain knowledge 
in certain vegetables and herbs is a community based garden with an extended proposed addition 
to the garden.  The existing organic (no pesticides or herbicides) garden includes vegetables and 
herbs and is located at the front left entrance of the school.  The children and Matt Callo, Outreach 
AmeriCorps VISTA Project Manager, will be responsible for growing the garden. Students and 
visitors will be able to see the vegetable garden during different seasons.  The topics included 
(Figure 35) for this garden will be discussed per topics listed in the above figure.
INCREASE IN FOOD KNOWLEDGE/HEALTH
The garden will also be an area for children to exhibit a community school based outdoor 
cookbook (Figure	35).  Certain vegetables or herbs grown at the school will be placed as clippings 
or photographs in a display book provided at the garden.  They will be encouraged to add family 
recipes from clippings or takings of the garden such as: parsley, potatoes, onions, spinach, and 
other vegetables and herbs.
Organic foods are very healthy for the body and for children to have an understanding of what 
may be consumed.  Pond Gap supplies healthy food to be consumed to help them be able to 
focus on their education.  Typical salads that they may eat may be grown and provided for them at 
Pond Gap.  A salad that consists of broccoli, tomatoes, onions, cucumbers, radishes, cauliflower, 
 PARSLEY POTATOES
       SPINACHP
     Figure 35:  Recipe Community Book Idea: (Self/Source)
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peppers, cabbage, sunflowers, and carrots (Figure 36) may be eaten during the school day. 
When food grown in the garden is available, it reduces the need for it to be delivered.  Students 
may have to learn how to can food and preserve vegetables for later use.  Most important, they 
learn where the food comes from and how valuable it may be to grow the plants.
        
            
                       Figure 36:  Vegetable Garden Training for an Edible Garden: (Source)
WATER FOR PLANTS
Open areas around the garden for children to grow vegetables help provide ways for them to 
move around, work, and lay down their tools.  It is important to have water nearby for maintaining 
plants.  Water will be available from the spigots and pumps connected to the cistern storage from 
the rain garden.  Contained gardens (Figure 36) are in the proposed plan in order to help children 
have a localized spot to learn about other ways to grow and water vegetables.  
 
COMMUNITy INVOLVEMENT
The organic garden gives opportunities for the community to associate with each other by 
providing food and social bonding.  The community will be able to pick and add seeds or small 
transplants to the garden.  Students who have experience growing vegetables may be motivated 
to try what they have learned in garden spaces in their home or their communities and even 
sell vegetables to the community.  Sometimes after students learn about gardening, they may 
seek other groups to have more gardening experience.  They may place tags on each vegetable 
cultivar to teach others in the community about the vegetables being grown at Pond Gap.  
     
     EDIBLE GARDENS
          VEGETABLES
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BUTTERFLy GARDEN
              BUTTERFLY GARDEN
              Increase in Pollen to Flower
              
              Insect Appreciation/ Predators
              
              Understanding of Metamorphosis
              Recognition of Extinction/Endangered Species
           
    Figure 37: Proposed Placement for Butterfly Garden
     The third garden is the butterfly garden of a mixture of wildflowers, shrubs, and grasses (Figure 
37) located at the front left side entrance to the school.  When people come up and down the 
sidewalk, they are able to see the garden, and they can meander through the garden to possibly 
see the colorful butterflies.  Children may want to catch butterflies to see details.  Butterflies 
may be photographed.  The photographs, such as the Swallowtail (the state butterfly), may be 
placed in a waterproof book by the garden to show collections of important butterflies at Pond 
Gap.  Statues and art work of students may be placed in the butterfly garden to help represent the 
garden and to draw attention to areas of interest.  
     The butterfly garden benefits are an increase in pollen to flowers, insect appreciation, 
understanding of metamorphosis, recognition of extinction, and knowledge in predators. The 
butterfly garden may add color to an existing dull area while in season and may help to encourage 
positive emotions through the use of colors with pleasing smells. 
BUTTERFLy GARDEN BENEFITS
Plants may be chosen to encourage butterflies and even hummingbirds.  Not only are 
American Beautyberry, Coneflowers, Phlox, and many others attractive to pollinators; the plants 
may help the students at Pond Gap learn the concept of pollination.  This will help to improve their 
test scores in science after being able to answer questions concerning nectar from plants and 
how the insect thrives on getting this sugary food from the plant.  For example, nectar from plants
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allow bees to make honey.  When the bees make honey, humans have a healthy source of a 
condiment to eat.
Many flowers attract some insects, which use pollen for a food source.  Insects have purposes 
in the natural world, so therefore, plants included in the design that provide natural food such as 
pollen benefit the natural environment.  New learners may become aware of the many values of 
“good” insects, along with the interconnections necessary for a healthy ecosystem.  
UNDERSTANDING METAMORPHOSIS
                                                                      
                  
          Figure 38:  Metamorphosis: (Self/Source)
    
     
     While some children get excited simply by seeing a butterfly, all can benefit from learning 
about metamorphosis.  First, the metamorphosis stage (Figure 38)  is similar to what happens to 
children in the education process.  The metamorphosis of a butterfly goes through four stages in
STAGE 1:
Butterflies lay their eggs on the 
underside of leaves.  The leaf of choice 
is according to what the butterfly enjoys
eating.
STAGE 2:
The next life cycle is the caterpillar 
stage.  The caterpillar will continue to 
eat and will molt several times in this 
stage. 
STAGE 3:
This is the metamorphosis stage.  
The caterpillar tissue culture changes.  
While this happens, the caterpillar is 


























The butterfly is fully developed.  It 
moves from the pupa by blood flowing 
to its wings.  The adult butterfly is 
ready to reproduce again.
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becoming a beautiful creature of nature that the children enjoy seeing like the frog cycle (Figure 
29), which also goes through many stages.  A butterfly has a life cycle of about 30 to 40 days. 
During this life cycle, the butterfly changes, much like first graders learning about color and 
texture to fifth graders learning about what it takes to keep butterflies eating, completing the 
metamorphosis cycle, and reproducing.   
 Test scores of students have improved by learning about metamorphosis and other natural 
processes.  Liberman and Hoody claim, ”Environment-based education, of which school gardens 
were a part, increased attention and enthusiasm for learning.”[78]  Some children simply just get 
enthused by seeing a butterfly; Enthusiastic learners also tend to be successful in what they are 
trying to accomplish.  
AWARENESS OF ENDANGERED SPECIES
Since children have studied the importance of insects, they have already become aware of 
the complexity of the ecosystem.  In the butterfly garden, they may also learn about animals. 
The animals help to maintain the natural environment by pollinating plants.  The humans breathe 
in oxygen, then, release carbon dioxide.  When carbon dioxide is released, the plant takes it in 
through the stomata for photosynthesis.  The balance between animals and plants help preserve 
the natural environment.  Animals help keep plants growing by dispersing the seeds from plants 
to other areas.  This is all contributing to a balance within the natural environment as the system 
needs all of its parts to function as a whole.  
A balanced natural setting plays a role in keeping animals alive.  Unfortunately, many 
animals are considered endangered such as:  Bachman’s Sparrow, red wolf, gray bat, darter, 
Red-cockaded Woodpecker, Golden-winged Warbler, Eastern Hellbender, and other unlisted 
animals.  Avoiding the use of pesticides, providing areas where the animals are protected, and 
teaching students the importance of animals to the environment helps maintain a more balanced 
ecosystem.  Safety, security, food, and shelter help keep animals and insects more secure in the 
habitat setting.  Involvement with children protecting animals assist with environmental needs. 
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Although the butterfly garden at Pond Gap is unlikely to attract any endangered species, it can 
attract more common creatures that will be helpful in the experiential studies of children to learn 
about the web of life, the balance of nature, and habitat protection.  
BUTTERFLy GARDEN MASTER PLAN
The butterfly garden planting plan (Figure 41) shows the native plants that may be planted 
in the garden to attract butterflies.  The plants that are going to start out the butterfly garden are 
the Gumpo Azalea or Spicebush, Lenten Rose, Butterfly Weed, Sedum, Encore Azaleas, Purple 
Coneflower, Flame Thrower Coneflower, Black-Eyed Susan, Blanket Flower, ferns, Scabiosa, 
Northern Sea Oats, Sedum Stonecrop, Poppy mixture, Coreopsis, American Beautyberry, and 
other flower mixtures.  Plants have many distinct features about them that help distinguish one 
plant from another, and children will be able to have hands-on experience with each of these 
plants.  They will be able to learn about annuals, perennials, and evergreens in this garden.  Many 
colors and textures will be exhibited in the garden.  The flowers will come and go according to the 
season, and some plants will remain attractive in the garden all year. 
Host plants are required to be in a plan to keep butterflies laying their eggs and for food. 
Animals survive in nature, but without insects, the intricate part of the food chain is broken.  Some 
host plants were incorporated into the butterfly garden such as Purple Coneflowers and Black 
Eyed Susans.  Since caterpillars feed on these host plants, sometimes it is best to place plants 
away from the viewing site like fennel that will be in the vegetable garden.  Any plants that are 
chewed upon will have an unsightly look.  Although, if nature is being represented, sometimes it 
is better to have some areas unsightly due to the natural occurrence as nature is not always seen 
as beautiful.  Children will be able to have a better understanding of what the caterpillars are doing 
if they are capable of seeing the affected leaves.  Spaces provide ample movement for animals 
and insects, such as squirrels, rabbits, mammals, birds, and other small animals. 
Site grading was done to the plan in order to be able to have this butterfly garden where it will 
meet the accessibility of the American Disability Act.  There are many passageways in which the 
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students and visitors will be able to access the trail system and the entrance or exit.  The plan 
has an area where viewers may cross the bridge to sit, see, or explore the nature of the butterfly 
garden.  They will see the man-made small pond that will hold some rain water.  A rock garden 
may be viewed near the pond, so children may, also, learn about various types of stones.  The 
surface water will drain underneath the sidewalk to an area in the front as shown in Figure 39.    
       
        
   
                                                                                                 
                         
                           Figure 39:  Butterfly Garden Planting Plan: (Self/Source)
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       TRAILS
       Importance of Oxygen to Life
       
       Wildlife Corridors
       
       Soil Stabilization
       Recycling
         
       Figure 40:  The Trail System: (Source)
Opportunities for children to learn about the trail system (Figure 40) is relevant to the impact 
of the environment and human health.  The proposed trail system begins at the left front side 
entrance and meanders to the back of the property leading out to Papermill Drive, which is 
across from the apartment complex.  Many concerns with the relationship of the students to the 
environment regard their knowledge of what happens during pollution, depletion of the ozone, 
climate changes, and deforestation, amongst a list of others.  The trail system topics includes the 
importance of oxygen to life, wildlife corridors, soil stabilization, and recycling.
IMPORTANCE OF OXyGEN TO LIFE
Since the trail system meanders through the woodlands, children may learn about trees. 
As trees are cut down, oxygen is lost from the earth.  When carbon dioxide increases, oxygen 
levels are affected.  Mike McAliney claims, “A single mature tree can absorb carbon dioxide at a 
rate of 48 lbs./year and release enough oxygen back into the atmosphere to support two human 
beings.”[79]  The trail system helps them to learn about the importance of maintaining trees and the 
need for reduced carbon dioxide levels.  
     WILDLIFE CORRIDORS
 Trail systems provide natural corridors for wildlife, animals, and insects.  Some children may 
not be aware of the importance of natural areas for wildlife habitat.  They need to be aware of how
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their interaction with nature can affect wildlife survival.  An example includes a child not interacting 
with an active bird nest since it may cause the nesting bird to not return.  A flying squirrel may hide 
out in a bird’s nest or any open area that the squirrel may be able to take cover.  If a child sees 
this flying squirrel in the tree, the child would probably interact with the squirrel because the child 
would probably be interested about why the squirrel is in the bird house.  Interaction causes the 
squirrel to flee and sometimes leaving their young.  The same as if one cuts the tree down that 
has the squirrel in it.  Many such lessons about coexisting with wildlife may be taught along the 
trail system at Pond Gap.  
SOIL STABILIzATION
Tree roots (Figure 41) help to hold certain amounts of soil from eroding, and children may view 
this concept when using the Pond Gap trail system.  Children play in soil and sometimes remove 
soil from the root system of trees.  
     
 
                                  Dripline 
                         Figure 41:  The Root System: (Source)
     When soils begin to erode, the topsoil and some rocks around the plants gets washed away 
from the vegetation.  According to Pierre Julien, in his book Erosion and Sedimentation: “Industrial 
agriculture, deforestation, roads, anthropogenic climate changes and urban sprawl are amongst 
the most significant human activities in regard to their effect on stimulating erosion.”[80]  Areas at
Pond Gap due to having new tree placement, aesthetics, and plant health may have soil removed 
and replaced to protect the root systems of trees and plants.  Leanna L. Smith and Carl E. 







Motsenbocker of Louisiana State University, Agriculture center’s Department of Horticulture 
confirmed, “Once weekly use of gardening activities and hand-on classroom activities [like adding 
soil and mulch] helps improve science achievement test scores.”[81]  Sometimes it may help them 
to have hands-on experience as it also may teach them about an acceptable work ethic.
RECyCLING
             
                    Figure 42:  Recycle: (Getty Images)
Some of the mulch used in maintaining the trail system will be in the form of recycled shredded 
leaves.  Just as natural processes recycle discarded leaves, children may learn to recycle their 
waste.  The first step in recycling is avoiding litter in the first place.  McDonough and Braungart 
claim, “Naturally, reducing resource consumption, energy use, emissions, and wastes has a 
beneficial effect on the environment as well--and on public morale.  The four R’s [to follow are] 
reduce, reuse, recycle, and regulate.”[82]  An example would be for children to have the sunlight 
for energy use, the surface water for cleansing, and bicycles for transportation.  Children may be 
aware of their use of natural utensils and ways to reuse.
In the trail system, they are asked to keep their bottles and belongings in a bag, discarding 
them only in the recycle bin (Figure 42).  Pond Gap may sell the materials from the recycle bins 
and invest in other school supplies that may be needed in the nature trail system.  Cleaning up 
litter will be the responsibility of students and staff, so waste will not land on the ground or will not 
wash away into the drains.  Recycling helps to restore items to be used more than once and not 
just placed in a landfill.  Less pollution fosters cleaner land, keeps air fresh, a healthier earth, and 
water cleaner.  
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AMENITIES OF THE TRAIL SySTEM
The four features in the trail system are: the amphitheater, the wildlife learning center, the 
environmental observation area, and the art center.  These areas were determined after studying 
other precedents and case studies that proves the academic gains derived from participating in 
such activities. Each area was designed to represent one subject matter but is not limited to one.
AMPHITHEATER
The amphitheater (Figure 43) exemplifies how the subject health may be taught. It provides 
space for many activities that may engage children in nature and provides a venue where they 
may have the freedom to sit, watch, and listen to different presentations.  Social events, even 
performances, that may help children with communication skills can be held in the amphitheater.
     
             
                                                                                     Figure 43:  The Amphitheater: (Self/Source)
The children in the amphitheater learn about exercise, communication, balance, dance, motion, 
drama, color, music, rhythm, locomotive, visualization, and other curriculum studies according to 
the Knox County guidelines for Health.  Test scores can be expected to improve.  For instance, 
Kimberly Haynes claims, “Theater addresses the skills which benefit children’s education and 
development: physical development, artistic, thinking skills/mental, and social development.”[83]
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These are only a few teaching experiences that they may experiment with in an amphitheater 
setting.       
WILDLIFE LEARNING CENTER
The second area is the wildlife learning center (Figure 44), which was chosen for science 
education. The children may learn science by exploring weather conditions, fossils, sounds, 
motion, push/pull constraints, watersheds, and other qualities of nature.  Especially, included is 
learning about animals and about their survival needs, which include food, water, and shelter. 
Wildlife learning programs may involve schools, classrooms, and weekend community events. 
Educational programs about wildlife may be provided by organizations such as Ijams Nature 
Center and The Knoxville zoo.  Older students may learn about the biological attributes of nature, 
while younger students learn about various types of animals. 
             Figure 44: Wildlife Learning: (Self/Source)
The proposed opened structure has a handicap ramp for ADA accessibility, provides shelter, 
and may eventually take place of the modular classrooms.  The natural areas are open for wildlife 
movement, and space for cages is provided.  The children and visitors may go to the bird viewing 
area as trail systems are provided for viewers to be able to explore, take pictures, draw, write, and 
record what they have seen during the their experience.  This area has a viewing station that will 
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store foods and other tools that may be needed for them to use. 
The Knoxville County science curriculum may easily be housed in this center.  Children will, also, 
learn about biological change, energy, precipitation, unity, diversity, plants, organisms, weather, 
fossils as required by the Knoxville County science curriculum.  Sobel claims, “Basile studied both 
traditional students in Houston and Nature at your Doorstep students that were charting graphs. 
The results were that the third graders in the environmental studies were capable of not only 
recording facts, but also, they developed a higher order of cognitive skills in observation, analysis, 
and problem solving.”[84]  Wildlife Learning will help them with understanding the natural settings 
for animals and their behaviors, along with nature and nurture.
ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATION 
The third area is the environmental observation (Figure 45), which will focus on improving 
writing and creativity.  This area is an open studio where children come to write about their daily 
experiences and record other natural observations.  
                                                                             Figure 45:  Environmental Observation: (Self/Source)
     Community groups may sponsor the display boards on a monthly rotation, and various 
presenters may come to the environmental observation center to talk about nature with the 
children.  Consequently, they will gain access to the community and learn about sponsorships. 

















Table 5 shows a comparison between Hawley Environmental School, Wisconsin, and 
Milwaukee schools.  The former environmental school received higher grades, almost 33% higher, 
as a result of environmental and experiential exposure studies.  Children were not only learning, 
but they also were capable of explaining the subject matter.  Similar results may emerge from use 
of the environmental observation area at Pond Gap.
                
            
           Table 5:  Hawley Environmental School: (Trulia)
        
        
          
         
            
      
THE ART CENTER
 Finally, the art center (Figure 46) will be where the children go to be creative.  The students, for 
example, may learn by using various juices from berries and fruits to perform artwork. They will be 
in an area to paint, draw, and sculpt.  They will be introduced to and use natural utensils like sticks 
and pine cones for brushes, leaves for art texture, and hollowed out pieces of wood for holding 
water to clean their brushes.  According to Janet Baresi, art may “enhance verbal expressions 
as projects are described” and “provide opportunity for sorting, classifying, making choices,....
expressing knowledge of the environment; stimulate interest, imagination and creativity; and 
develop planning skills and concepts of cause and effect.”  She goes on to point out that outdoor 
experience fosters similar skills, along with “exploration, discovery [and] spatial relations.”[85] 
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tion drawn from a book.  They may keep a sketchbook of their creative work and happenings in 
nature.  Further, Herts for Learning claims, “Outdoor art improves observation skills, [creates] 
confidence in using a range of materials, teaches [children a] greater understanding of the 
properties of color, line, and texture, and uses observation recordings that may be developed into 
imaginative work.”[86]  Once introduced to art and their use of creativity, children may recognize the 
tools it takes to make and use other existing natural materials in an imaginative way. 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 									Figure 46:  The Art Center: (Self/Source)
The Knoxville County curriculum calls for instruction in shape, color, line, texture, form, culture, 
pattern, balance, shade, tone, symmetry, materials, patterns, narratives, and media, and children 
in the art center may learn during different grade levels all these concepts.
Although only four areas in the trail system are used, there will be many opportunities where 
children will have experientially learning take place throughout the trail system.  Teachers are 
encouraged to include subject matter that may arise throughout a given day in their area of study 




   
    SPACES USED FOR LEARNING
Pond Gap Elementary school will be used for outdoor education in writing, art, science, 
and health.  Children may learn other subjects outdoors but these subjects will not be directly 
incorporated in this design.  Experiential learning through place-based education will take place 
in the natural beauty of the schoolyard of Pond Gap.  Various subject matters may be assigned 
to each area (Figure 47), but adaptations may be needed as the site matures and evolves. 
Sometimes designing for an area that works becomes a progress of new phases.   
              WRITING
                                                                                                                                ART
                                                                                                                               SCIENCE
                                                                                                                               HEALTH
																																													
																																	Figure 47:  Spaces to Encourage Learning: (Self/ Google Earth)
Nature writing has a long history as Branch, Armbruster, and Wallace claim, “Pastoral or 
romantic in its philosophical assumptions, tends to be modern or even ecological in its sensibility, 
and is often in service to an explicit or implicit preservationist agenda.”[87]  As children write 
about nature, their knowledge is reinforced, creativity is sparked, and critical thinking skills are 
exercised.   The cookbook, mentioned earlier, and nature writing competitions will be utilized to 
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make activities in writing enjoyable.  
The second subject is art which may be considered nature within itself as many paintings and 
drawings are done from still life.  The aesthetics of how seasons change, cycles of metamorphosis, 
the birth of nature, and all plant growth radically changes as climate changes, which provides 
limitless inspiration for art.  As children may learn how to draw or paint nature, they are exposed 
to many different angles, curves, lines, colors, hues, and saturations.  
The third subject which will be taught outdoors is science.  Many areas may be used to 
encourage the development of scientific skills such as calculating tree diameters, plot plans, 
tree counts, distances, slopes, and other sciences of nature.  Children may learn about animal 
habitation, soil, climate, evaporation, air cycling, water, and other distinct features.  For example, 
if an earthworm is cut in half, it will become another earthworm in time.  At an award-winning 
elementary school garden in Texas, Lee said, “The primary aim is to teach life cycles through 
a bird and butterfly garden. The kids are planting fennel and dill...butterflies lay eggs on the 
host plants, which feed the caterpillars...from the chrysalises, a new generation of swallowtails 
emerges and flies off looking for nectar plants.”[88]  The possibilities for scientific observation and 
experimentation seems endless in the outdoor classroom.  
Good health is going to be encouraged through various activity areas.  Exercise for health is 
done through connection via sidewalks, nodes, trails, and active areas of movement.  Students 
will be able to move around trails and will be capable of not only being active but have passive 
areas with rock benches, patio settings, and open lawn for slowing down to relax.  Williams 
explains, “Today’s hectic, fast paced and overstimulated world can create a work and lifestyle 
of hurriedness, busyness, multi-tasking and workaholism, all aimed at increasing productivity 
and life satisfaction. yet, there is compelling evidence that slowing down can actually improve 
productivity and increase happiness.”[89]  Whether they go outside to experiment in nature or to 
relax under a shade tree, good health is likely to be a major benefit that children may receive from 
outdoor experiential learning.  
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SAMPLE CURRICULUM USING OUTDOOR SPACES
One example (Table 6) that is being chosen for the curriculum study is first grade.  This table, 
based on Knoxville County curricula, was written in preparation for each day of a Science class 
for first grade.  In first grade, children are more attuned to learning the basic skills of each subject. 
While it may not seem all that important to differentiate one level from the next, it really does. 
Teaching the basic building blocks to first graders compared to older students, who are adapting 
more to structural learning.  They learn from these studies about Science with experiential hand-
on activities in nature.


























































Table 6:  Science/Curriculum: (Self)
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The second and third subjects for the first grade classroom will be art and writing.  Art seems 
sometimes like a simple task but not all children have the talent or the interest to be able to do 
these tasks.  One child may simply learn quickly while the other struggles.  Children will be able to 
experience many tasks in nature. There must be a large amount of space for them to participate 
daily in art as it may be a messy activity.  They will have plenty of space outdoors in the art center 
to be able to use their talents for writing and art. 
First grade children are just learning to read and write.  The first representation of an object is 
usually stored in the brain of a child until further knowledge of the subject matter is acquired to be 
brought up again.  Writing encourages expression of knowledge and creativity, which encourages 
new discovery.  Artist Andy Goldsworthy once stated,  “Nature is in a state of change and that 
change is the key to understanding.  Each work grows, stays, decays.  Process and decay are 
implicit.  Transience in my work reflects what I find in nature.”[90]  The values of life are represented 
through nature, and cycles in nature keep repeating.  
 A balanced schedule for the monthly cycle helps in a natural study.  Several schools have 
determined that the grades of children have improved drastically while being outdoors.  Richard 
Louv cites a study that science scores increased by 27%.[91] Further, a team in Dallas studied 
the benefits of butterfly gardens and realized that test scores went up by 82%.[92]  One art school 
studied for only a month outdoors and found out that 70% of the students passed their exams.[93] 
It has been noticed that hands-on experience with cultural, historical, physical, mental, and 
social areas brings knowledge of children further because they have a place to relate to their 
learning.  Howard Frumkin, M.D., Dr. P.H., Dean, University of Washington School of Public Health 
says, “We need to provide our children with natural settings in which to play, learn, and thrive. We 
need to help them form emotional bonds with the abounding beauty of flowers and trees, rivers 
and streams, critters and clouds. We need them to be fascinated by these things, to grow into 
close and careful observers of the world around them, to feel not only appreciative but protective, 
and to be prepared to live their lives accordingly.”[94]
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SPACES TO ENCOURAGE GOOD HEALTH
           Active
           Passive
                             Figure 48:  Diagram of Active and Passive Spaces: (Self/ Google Earth)
Both active and passive designs are encouraged in making learning available for children 
to be involved in both settings.  The Oxford English Dictionary defines, “Active means of a way 
or style of life: characterized by outward action rather than inward contemplation or speculation; 
practical.”[95]  This term denotes where children are learning actively through movement and 
experience throughout the effective area.  The yellow colored area above shows the design 
influence which encourages movement (Figure 48).  However, this does not mean the areas in 
blue will not have active movement from time to time.
The passive areas may be active also, but are more focused on sitting and learning through 
observation. The knowledge gained through passive areas is somewhat hidden, yet the information 
is still taught.  Oxford English Dictionary defines, “Passive is acted upon or is capable of being 
acted upon from outside; that is the object of action; affected by external force; produced or 
brought about by external agency.”[96]  The following areas in the diagram located in blue above 
denotes passive spaces (Figure 48).  The passive spaces are made up of many areas such as 
study areas, the amphitheater, and a sidewalk with storm water plant buffers.  They will be able to 
study outdoors, be active, and be able to enjoy a peaceful setting underneath a tree or structure 
that provides shade.
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		 	 	 	       CHAPTER X
 
 CONCLUSION:  HOW ONE SCHOOL’S DESIGN INFLUENCES SOCIETy:
    KEEPING UP WITH THE TIMES
																																																																	
	 	 	 	 	 	      
                Figure 49:  Involvement: (Self)
In order for Landscape Architects to be able to design outdoor schools for place-based 
education experiences, many stakeholders, groups of people, and workers must be involved 
(Figure 49).  The Landscape Architect will be involved in designing areas of use for experimentation 
and learning.  The county and city may invite the community to participate in special events, or 
even to help with the installation.  The faculty, staff, and students will be involved not only with their 
studies, but they may be encouraged to engage in extra curriculum work beyond school hours.
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
 CURRENT CONDITIONS
Pond Gap does not currently have any outdoor classrooms; therefore, the impact of this school 
to have involvement in outdoor classrooms might be a proficient way to teach children about the 
environmental aspects of life using the Knox County curriculum needs.  In addition, Pond Gap 
school compared to the average state, county, and city schools is ranked lower; therefore, the 
school needs new ways for students to learn.  This school may have the ability to achieve what 
precedent studies and other schools have shown to be possible.  Test scores may increase after 












of now, the children are not outdoors for extended amounts of time to be engaged in nature 
learning experiences; therefore, according to the Table 7, Pond Gap needs to be at a higher level, 
which nature studies may be the key for this advancement.  
	 									
																																		
	                       Table 7:  Overall Rating of Pond Gap Elementary School: (City Data)
     
               Pond Gap Elementary School rating compared to average
                 
           Rating Distribution of all schools in Tennessee:
	 	 	 	 	 							
	 	 	 	 	 					
	 	 	 	 	 			
	 	 	 	 	 					
     
THE FUTURE
This prototype schoolyard design at Pond Gap will serve as a model for others in the community. 
Currently, no public schools in Knoxville, Tennessee, are experiential based nature learners.  The 
school grounds will be open to the public during off school hours to encourage maximum use of 
the space and community involvement.  It will also be open to other schools, which facilitates 
multiple uses for the same location.  
This project is to provide a place that is set aside for children to learn through experience and 
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and broader cultures.  According to John Barrett and Roger Greenway commissioned by the 
foundation for Outdoor Adventure, ”Social development is a strong anecdotal evidence indicating 
that outdoor adventure experiences can enhance interpersonal relationships and improve 
socialization, and can facilitate group bonding and co-operation”[97]  Students will be capable of 
learning the required curriculum with others outdoors, and these social benefits also enhance 
individual learning.  
School field trips to Pond Gap will help connect children to nature.  In Changing Minds: The 
Lasting Impact of School Trips, Dr. Alan Peacock writes, “We looked at whether school children’s 
learning about their local environment would influence the way they treat it.  We found that not 
only was this the case, but high quality, out-of-classroom learning also influenced how children 
behave and the lifestyle choices they make.  It shows the potential for school trips not just to 
change individual awareness of their surroundings, but the lives of the whole community.”[98] 
When they are given the opportunity to recognize what may be seen in nature, students gain a 
spirit of adventure, a sense of community, and knowledge.  Trips from visiting schools not only will 
broaden the horizon of students in their curriculum studies, but also, these visiting children will be 
afforded the same opportunity as Pond Gap.		
Word of mouth is likely to increase community knowledge of what is learned at this school. 
Children who enjoy learning about nature are likely to lead others to want to learn as well.  As 
the children at Pond Gap share their experiences, parents, friends, classmates, and community 
citizens become both interested in and knowledgeable about place-based education.  Students 
learn by doing and are continuously encouraged to share knowledge of experience.  Once 
ownership of education of children is accepted, it may be easier to motivate them to continue 
engaging in the successful process.  When learning outdoors becomes fun and effective, they will 
share their excitement.  
Place-based education, provides a balance of “hands-on, real-world learning experiences 
increasing academic achievement, helping students develop stronger ties to their community, 
71
enhanc[ing[ student’s appreciation for the natural world, and creat[ing] a heightened commitment 
to serving as active, contributing citizens.”[99]  Students, the community, and the environment all 
benefit.  
     Nature is constantly changing, and the study of nature must constantly change as well. 
Children gain more awareness of their place by being in nature, and outdoor experiences will 
help them to establish a better environmental awareness of nature.  Children in indoor classrooms 
have to narrow their focus to what is in a book or on a computer, but outdoor classrooms in nature 
will broaden their experiences developing better mentally, socially, and physically active children. 
The curriculum covered outdoors in nature may in return be integrated indoors to have a well-
balanced understanding of parts of nature throughout the grounds at Pond Gap.  Children are the 
future.  If they are not capable of understanding what the environment has to offer them; then, 
much of nature’s beauty and bounty may be lost.  
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